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t is an opportunity to talk about the second coming of Jesus, but at the

same time, an opportunity to buy and share new clothes for children and

adolescents in at risk situations, whose clothes are usually very old or are

"third hand". It is the opportunity to give a little more of what we have,

compared to what they have had.

Participate and invest time and resources to buy a few new items of

clothing and allow these children and adolescents, through you, to have a

small example of what we will experience when Jesus comes and each of

us receives a new garment from him.
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The King will reply, 'Truly I tell you,
whatever you did for one of the least
of these brothers and sisters of mine,

you did for Me.'”
Matthew 25:40



Resources 1.

Suggestions for Action

2. Choose

Each child and adolescent must be involved in the search for the necessary

resources to buy one or two new items of clothing to give away.

3.Preparation 

The director of Children and Adolescent Ministries of the local church should

look for possible candidates from the community to which they belong or from

somewhere near to make the delivery in person. They can also choose to

deliver one of the garments to a place in their community and the other to give

away in a distant or nearby community. You should investigate the size and age

of the candidates and their clothing preferences.

Every child and adolescent should be involved in preparing special labels for

the new clothes.

These labels should have a Bible verse about creation, God's vision for us, or

the plan of salvation. Make scale drawings or images that can represent a story

about this. Write a practical teaching. Write the lyrics of a song that talks about

the second coming of Jesus. Finish by writing a short, simple prayer. You can

use a special design for this.

Efforts should be made to use a simple natural wrapping paper so that the new

item of clothing is highlighted.

4. Delivery
Most likely the package still cannot be delivered personally, for that reason you

must make sure that each package contains the new clothing with its label and

the drawings or images that represent the Bible story with the teaching for

practical and daily life, and include the lyrics of a song. You can place them in

alphabetical or numerical order. Remember to include the prayer. It is up to the

creativity of each participant to add any other material.


